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Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man, This edition of our little newsletter marks a few waypoints in
the history of our esteemed Company. This is the tenth edition of The Company of the Green Man e-newsletter, it marks
five years since The Company morphed into its present online form and our membership now numbers over 500! (525 as we
go to press and growing daily)

The wheel of the year turns and the traditional Jack-in-the-Green takes centre stage for this issue, but as always the
green man still manages to steal some of the limelight before he turns the tables for our winter edition.

I am indebted to those members who have contributed in myriad forms since the last e-newsletter, whether that be adding
sightings or verifications of Green Men to the gazetteer, photographs for our Flickr archive or contributions to the blog or
e-newsletter. All contributions are always most welcome and very much appreciated.

Like many of the original members of The Company of the Green Man way back in the last Millennium (1998 to be exact) I
used to wait with eager anticipation for the next edition of Ronald Miller’s Company of the Green Man newsletter to land on
my doormat. Over seven years between 1998 and 2005 Ron created 27 issues of this wonderful extension to his book; “The
Green Man Companion and Gazetteer”. At last (one burnt out scanner later) I am very pleased to be able to make all 27 of
the original Company of the Green Man newsletters available to our members in a downloadable .pdf format.

As a member you can purchase unlimited access to our Newsletter Archive for £15.95. As well as Ron’s 27 newsletters the
archive contains downloadable .pdf copies of the 9 previous e-newsletters. Each current e-newsletter will be added to the
archive after being accessible to members for 6 months. To access the archive just go to our blog at
http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com and click on the “How to access the Newsletter Archive” tab at the top.

Ron used to charge an annual fee of £10 way back in 1998 which covered printing and postage costs of the newsletter. It is
my hope that the archive will help to keep membership of The Company of the Green Man free forever. One of the main
reasons I can keep the running costs low is by trying to be as paperless as possible by keeping everything we do online.
However keeping the Company online still costs money and to keep the Company going I do need to be able to recuperate a
small part of the costs where possible. If you enjoy your membership please do consider making an annual donation of at
least £10 via the Members Area tab on our blog http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com (the same area where you
downloaded this e-newsletter.) You don’t need a PayPal account to make a donation just a debit or credit card, and your
payment is made via PayPal’s secure website.

I also receive regular requests for a Company T-Shirt and badge both of which I am currently looking into and hope to have
available when our December e-newsletter comes out..

And a reminder that we have a small shop on the website with links to Green Man related books on the bookshop pages. All
purchases made from Amazon UK through these links will cost you nothing extra but will earn The Company of the Green
Man a small referral fee (in fact anything you purchase from Amazon after entering through one of our links will earn us a
small referral fee and cost you absolutely nothing).

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2014. Any and all contributions as always would be very gratefully
received.

Chris Walton

greenman@virgin.net



The Jack of May

The waking of dawn…oh May it brings! The gathering it is near.
To the winding streets of an ancient town, the masses they will steer;

Colour collaged with leaf and bells round spring flowers will enlace,
Ragged robes and garlands-gay, below each painted face.

High the hanky will flick and fall in the morning’s luminous light,
As the Morris in fine formation will dance to folk full of delight

And through the crowds the sweeps will come, sooty, ebony as coal,
With top hats lofty, and bristling brushes fixed on an endless pole. 

The glorious gathering…it will come. For the One, they will await,
They’ll sing, parade and beat the drum, for him they will elate,

And beyond the raucous crowds he’ll stir; from the shadows he’ll soon 
be seen,

Whilst in the sun, bright ribbons will stream from his majestic frame of 
green.

Oh the merry month of May has come; the gathering is nearly here, 
To the winding streets of an ancient town, the masses soon will steer,

United then the town will be, in spring’s new joy we’ll bask
And merry we’ll be, as celebrate will we, the one with an emerald mask!

By Rose Blakeley
www.roseblakeley.moonfruit.com 
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I have great pleasure in confirming that at least fifteen Jacks went out this year in the UK, they were:

Winchcombe – May Dawn

Rochester Sweeps (Blue Bell Hill) – May Dawn

Whitstable (Dead Horse Morris) – May Dawn

Deptford (Fowlers Troop) – May Day

Bristol

Knutsford

Cheltenham Sweeps

Whitstable (Oyster Morris)

Hastings

Guildford

Highworth

Ilfracombe

Oxford

Brentham

Yaxley

There were no reported sightings of the Tunbridge Wells Jack (last seen 2012), the City of London Jack (last seen in Hastings
in 2012) and the High Wycombe Jack (no sightings since 2012). Sadly sea fog and rain in Cornwall meant that Boekka’s Lands
End Jack-in the-Green couldn’t see in the dawn this year. There is an unconfirmed rumour that a Jack may parade in the Pagan
Pride Parade this year.

My thanks to all those who contacted me with sightings and photos of this years Jacks. I am still trying to get hold of photos
of the following Jacks for our archive: Winchcombe, Cheltenham Sweeps, Guildford, Highworth, Ilfracombe, Oxford and
Brentham. My eventual goal is for the archive to hold pictures of every Jack-in-the-Green that goes out (and has gone out)
every year to build a free online living archive of this wonderful tradition. If you have any pictures in any format and in any
condition please do get in touch with me. All pictures are always copyrighted to the original photographer and will never be
used without prior permission.

My thanks to everyone who has put up with me and been so kind this year including the fantastic Whitstable (Oyster Morris)
Jack-in-the Green and his organisers including the wonderful Dixie Lee. My thanks also to all those involved with the magical
Bristol Jack-in-the-Green for another brilliant (and sunny) year.
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The Whitstable (Oyster Morris) Jack-in-the-Green and Dixie Lee 

The Whitstable (Oyster Morris) Jack-in-the-Green 

Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green © Rose Blakeley 
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Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green © Colin Harris 

Yaxley Jack-in-the-Green © Yaxley Festival Yaxley Jack-in-the-Green © Pixyled Publications

Blue Bell Hill (Rochester Sweeps) Jack-in-the-Green © Ian McLauchlan
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Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green copyright © Ian McLauchlan

Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green copyright © Ian McLauchlan

Fowlers Troop Jack-in-the-Green © Caroline Staines 

Bristol Jack-in-the-Green © COTGM 

Blue Bell Hill (Rochester Sweeps) Jack-in-the-Green © Ian McLauchlan
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Oxford Jack-in-the-Green © Lani Kingston http://fourseasonsoffood.com

Whitstable (Dead Horse Morris) Jack-in-the-Green © Chaucer Fields Picnic Society http://chaucerfieldspicnicsociety.wordpress.com

Blue Bell Hill (Rochester Sweeps) Jack-in-the-Green © Natasha Middleton



I am indebted to Ko and Joke Lankester for allowing us to reproduce this article. It is the first English translation of part of their
lavishly illustrated book about the Green Man and the Green Woman which was published in Dutch in 2011 . The book traces the
history of the Green Man and the Green Woman from the Romans to the present day. This article was first published in Wiccan
Rede Online in September 2013 and I am very grateful to them for allowing us to reproduce this article here.

The Green Man & the Green Woman By Ko Lankester, All photographs © Joke Lankester Part 2

Raphael and Giovanni da Udine depicted many grotesques that can still be seen in the Vatican Museums. As early as 1490
Pinturicchio adorned the ceiling of the library in the Santa Maria del Popolo in Rome with grotesques. In 1503 cardinal Francesco
Piccolomini, soon to be pope Pius III, commissioned Pinturicchio to paint scenes from his life and that of his predecessor, Pope Pius
II, on the walls of the library of the Cathedral of Siena. The contract, which still exists, explicitly demanded grotesques to be
displayed. And Pinturicchio complied with this. Bordering the great frescoes glorifying popes, cardinals, saints and emperors, he
painted candelabra with grotesques like the ones he had seen in the Domus Aurea. The grotesques are men and women emerging
from vegetation. Some of them are winged; some are foliate heads, worshipped by animals with leafy tails. One of the candelabra
displays a winged and horned Green Woman.

The Green Man & the Green Woman Part 2
By Ko and Joke Lankester

Grotesques Siena Piccolomini Library

Her feet and hairs end in vegetation. From
the basket on her head two Green Animals
emerge. The woman is squatting, spreading
her legs, giving birth to apples and others
fruits. Underneath her two other winged
Green Women are kneeling. Instead of hairs
there are leaves on their heads. They seem to
worship the woman in labour above their
heads.
On the ceiling of the Piccolomini Library many
other scenes are depicted, unfolding the
realm between the worlds of God and men,
home of the Green Man and the Green
Woman. The lower part of his body consists
of acanthus leaves. Instead of hairs there are
fruits and leaves on his head. Two winged
creatures, resembling horses, worship him.
From their tails acanthus leaves protrude,
ending in Green Dolphins and buds, out of
which winged cupids emerge. From the Green
Man’s head a candelabrum starts. The cupids
hold up small winged Green Men, who form
candelabra, connected with the central
candelabrum on the Green Men’s head

Green Woman Siena Piccolomini 
Library

Green Man Siena Piccolomini Library © 

The whole scene is teeming with life, emanating from the Green Man,
acknowledging his dominion. The ceiling of the library is entirely covered
with scenes like this, delineating the other world from different angles.
Sometimes the Green Man is supreme ruler; sometimes the Green Woman
is prevalent. They are not monsters, surrounded by demons. They are
never aggressive, not luring victims into damnation. They baffle us and
block our intellect, opening up a new world, in which we may face the
divine.
Scenes like the ones in the Piccolomini Library can still be seen in
churches and palaces all over Europe. In a way they return to the
Romanesque wilderness, but executed with the supreme talents and
techniques of Renaissance artists. The character and life style of most
Renaissance popes may not have been flawless, to put it mildly, but they
did bridge the gap between paganism and Christianity, reaching the realm
beyond creed, in which the divine may manifest itself directly, without an
intermediary.



Barcelona Green Cupids

The Baroque Green Man and Green Woman

The Renaissance gave the Green Man and Green Woman pride of place, based on their
Roman predecessors. Around 1600 the Baroque order ousted Renaissance
architecture. Exuberant frills and myriad details were in vogue. The Green Man, the
Green Woman and other Green Beings are often depicted in Baroque churches and on
secular buildings. In the Cathedral of Barcelona a chapel was dedicated to Saint
Anthony the Abbot in 1712 in Baroque style.
On a pillar two Green Cupids emerge from the acanthus leaves. On the left another
Green Cupid is depicted, a collar of leaves around his neck, his body made up of
acanthus leaves. Higher up on the pillar, cupids float along the vines that circle
around the pillar. In another chapel in the same church other cupids whirl around
vine-covered pillars. The upward movement is typical of Baroque ornaments, in which
cupids, also known as putti, are frequently depicted.

Zwinger Green Man

Baroque Green Men usually are
foliate heads, while the type with a
body consisting of leaves,
frequently displayed in the
Renaissance, is all but absent. One
of the Green Men sculpted by
Balthasar Permoser in the Zwinger
in Dresden in 1717 may serve as an
example. The Green Woman with a
body of vegetation is also absent
from Baroque ornaments. Usually
she is just a head surrounded by
vegetation. This makes it harder to
recognize her, but she is certainly
there. In the Zwinger Permoser
depicted her several times.

Zwinger Green Woman

Baroque ornaments are not always a whirling movement. In the Cathedral
of Cordoba, Spain, choir stalls were made between 1748 and 1757 by
Duque Cornejo. The stalls are crammed with images, many of them
representing a Green Man.
Every armrest between the chairs is a Green Man, his body consisting of
a volute, ending in vegetation. At the back of each chair a Green Man is
depicted. One image shows a Green Man with leaves growing on his head.
On both sides there is the head of a smaller Green Man, stems and leaves
protruding from his mouth. Every Green Man in the choir stalls seems
unconnected to the other ones. They do not interact and are not part of
an intricate scene, like Renaissance Green Men often are. The images are
stills, not storied, crowded, but frozen in time.

Cordoba choir stalls with Green Man



Baroque Green Men may be encountered on many
fountains, spouting water from their mouths. For some
reason this is never a woman. In the fountain on the
Piazza Trente e Triste in Tarquinia, erected in 1724, no
less than 14 Green Men may be seen at work.

Tarquinia Fountain Piazza Trente e Triste

Green Men and Green Women adorn the façades of many Baroque
houses. A wooden relief, made in 1649, featuring two Green Men, adorns
a house in Uilenburg, Den Bosch, Netherlands.

Green Man in Uilenburg, den Bosch

Two Green Women, made in 1736, serve as corbels
for a house on Herengracht 475 in Amsterdam.

Neo-Gothic Green Men and Green Women

Towards the middle of the 19th century Gothic architecture was
revalued, after centuries of contempt for this architectural style.
Gothic buildings were refurbished and many new churches were
designed in this style, dubbed neo-Gothic by later, skeptical art
critics. In Paris Viollet-le-Duc all but rebuilt the Notre Dame,
changing whatever he thought was appropriate. He did not neglect
the Green Man and even designed a stained-glass window for the
Chapelle Madeleine, featuring 17 brand-new Gothic Green Men,
one of whom is shown here.

Green Woman Herengracht 

Notre Dame Green Man Chapelle Madeleine



In the Netherlands Pierre Cuypers restored many Gothic churches, sometimes inserting Green Men and Green Women that had
not been there before. He did so in the Walburgiskerk in Zutphen, depicting many Green Men and Green Women, much to the
abhorrence of the protestant church council, who said this was a popish aberration. One of the Green Men and his female
counterpart is shown here.

Neo-Renaissance Green Men and Green
Women

In the second half of the 19th century many
artists were inspired by the Renaissance to
create new frescoes, reliefs and sculptures.
In 1884 the Hungarian architect Miklós Ybl,
aided by a team of Hungarian painters and
sculptors, finished the Opera House of
Budapest. The foyer is decorated with
candelabra and grotesque figures, many of
them arising from vegetation or producing
stems and foliage. The bottom of one of the
candelabra is formed by who foliate heads,
with acanthus leaves coming from their
mouths, joining the candelabrum in the
middle. From the candelabrum the heads of
two birds appear, leaves growing on their
crowns and the back of their necks.
Elsewhere Green Dolphins are tied to the
stem that forms a candelabrum, their heads
covered with leaves, their bodies ending in
flowers. Higher on the candelabrum a
majestic Green Man is depicted as a foliate
head resting on a tray. Magnificent flowers
emanate from the top of his head. In other
scenes the Green Woman is given pride of
place. One of the candelabra starts from a
tray with fruits and the head of Medusa in a
circular ornament. On top of this a winged
Green Woman emerges from acanthus leaves.
She has no arms, just volutes and her body is
no more than a stem beneath her breasts.
Between the breasts an acanthus leaf hangs.
From the top of her head the candelabrum
continues.

Zutphen Walburgiskerk Green Man Zutphen Walburgiskerk Green Woman

Green Men Opera Boedapest



Another scene displays a beautiful Green Woman. Leaves
surround her head and cover her forehead. To her left
and right Green Dolphins produce stems that are linked
to candelabra

Scenes like this can be seen in other neo-Renaissance opera houses, for
instance in Dresden, and in many other neo-Renaissance buildings all over
Europe. One example will do: Herengracht 380-382, a combination of two
mansions in Amsterdam, built between 1888 and 1890, decorated and built
by A. Salm. The wooden front door of 380

is interesting enough to look at some details. The decoration at the
bottom of the door shows a Green Man with two stems emerging from
his mouth. The stems form leaves and end in the body of a Green
Woman, human down to the waist, vegetable underneath. The front
door of the other house, 382, had another fascinating scene. Two
Green Women lift their skirt and bring forth lavish vegetation from
which babies are dangling. Apparently they are Green Babies, emanating
from the vegetation, produced by the Green Women.

Green Woman Opera Boedapest

Herengracht 380 front door

Herengracht 380 front door

Herengracht 382 front door detail



Here are just a few details:
Underneath the balcony of the two houses a Green Man is shown.
From the waist down his body consists of acanthus, ending in birds
and fruits. There is another Green Man like this. Between the two a
Green Woman is depicted like her male counterparts. At the same
height, but at the sides of the houses, Two Green Women hold up
plates, showing the numbers 380 and 382. The acanthus, formed by
their lower bodies, ends in a flower and a Green Dolphin.
like this can be seen in other neo-Renaissance opera houses, for
instance in Dresden, and in many other neo-Renaissance buildings all
over Europe. One example will do: Herengracht 380-382, a
combination of two mansions in Amsterdam, built between 1888 and
1890, decorated and built by A. Salm. The wooden front door of 380.
It is frequently said neo-Renaissance art is but a shallow imitation of
the real thing. Often this is true, but not always. To the fascinating
pictures I presented here many others may be added from buildings
all over Europe.

The Green Man and the Green Woman in Art Nouveau

Towards the end of the 19th century a new style emerged, called Jugendstil in Germany and Austria, Art Nouveau in France and
other countries, and Modernista in Spain. It is the last time the Green Man and the Green Woman are represented in
contemporary art. An example is the so-called blue Jugendstil house in Hamlyn, Germany, built in 1905. Two stern looking blue
Green Men are depicted, white acanthus leaves issuing from their moustaches. At the top of the building a white bat has wings
ending in leaves. So it’s a white Green Bat. On the so-called pink Jugendstil house in Hamlyn, built at the same time, three Green
Men look down from the façade (only one visible in the photograph), their moustaches and beards producing leaves, while five
Green Women are depicted on the semicircular extension.

Herengracht 380-382 Green Man

Herengracht 380-382 facade380-382 Green Man

Herengracht 380-382 Green Man

Hamlyn Blue and Pink Jugendstil houses

The heads of the women are adorned with big
flowers that are also depicted between them.
They might be ordinary women, but the
presence of the Green Man reveals their
identity as Green Women. This is typical of
Art Nouveau Green Women. They do not
emerge from the vegetation, nor are their
bodies made up of stems and leaves. You have
to be an attentive onlooker to recognize them.
Two examples from a row of Modernista
buildings at the Gran Via de les Corts
Catalanes in Barcelona may illustrate the overt
and more concealed way Green Women are
depicted. In one case the head of the woman is
embedded in vegetation. Stem and flowers
emerge from underneath her head. The pistils
above her head form a crown, designating the
woman as a sovereign Green Woman.



Barcelona Green Woman on Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes

the woman as a sovereign Green Woman. Elsewhere on this
façadea woman’s head pops up from a circular opening. There are
several of these women depicted. The only indication that they
are Green Women is the headdress adorned with two flowers.
Another clue that reveals their identity is the presence of
several Green Women and Green Men on these buildings. And
right underneath the women’s heads strange Green Animals,
reminiscent of Romanesque beasts, can be seen, two by two. One
such couple is a Green Hare and a Green Elephant. They are no
more than a head and a body that consists of vegetation.
Modernista Green Men often have leaves and flowers on their
heads, but sometimes stems are coming out of their mouths.
Between the balconies of a house on La Ramblas 129, the main
street of Barcelona, the heads of four Green Men are portrayed,
with pointed ears, stems emerging from their mouths.

The future of the Green Man and the Green Woman

Modern architecture is often abstract, providing no space for a
Green Man or a Green Woman. Figurative modern art is not
interested in them. So they seem to have lost their raison d’etre
in art. Still the Green Man is more popular than ever.
Many garden centres and New Age boutiques sell modern foliate
heads.

Some are pretty, but they are considered kitsch, not art. The
Green Woman has been all but forgotten. With our book and this
article we hope to show the countless manifestations of the
Green Man throughout the centuries and we hope to return the
Green Woman to the status and the authority that is rightfully
hers.

De Groene Man en de Groene Vrouw

A3 Boeken, 2011. 240 p. ISBN 978 90 7740886 5

More about this book and many other Green Men and Green
Women on our site: www.circewicca.nl

Ko & Joke Lankester

Barcelona Green Woman Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes

Barcelona Green Woman Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes

Barcelona Green Man on La Ramblas 129



"Greenman of the Thicket" by Albion James.

If you go down to the woods 
In the glade I saw, down close to the ground, the greenman,

He was clothed in white with stems of green,
Eyes as clear as Dragonflies wings,

His feet rooted in the turbid, burbling stream.

In the shade he was; adorned with barbed thorns, the greenman,
Moving between one copse and the next,

Roots ripping the composted ground;
The leaves, his overcoat, the bark his vest.

His voice the autumn fall, his anger the lightning tree,
The caress of the ivy his fond embrace,

The dark tinted shadows his lair;
But his face!

Ah, once beheld, never was there. 

Fenton Court



Come to Sherwood Forest, in the late to early 2010s on May Day Bank Holiday in the shadow of its venerable Major
Oak and you would have been confronted with one of the most colourful customs established in the county. As the
poster read:

“11.15 am - Gather in the village at the Robin Hood statue
11.45 am - Crowning of the May Queen
12.00 noon - Procession leaves village for Craft Centre
12.15 pm - Music, Morris Dancing & Jack-in-the-Green entertainment at Craft Centre
Procession to the Visitor Centre Sherwood Forest from 12.45 Entertainment at Visitor Centre
2.30 pm - “Blessing the Plough” & “Crowning the Jack”
2.40 pm - Procession to the Major Oak
3.00 – 4.00 pm - Entertainment at Major Oak including 17th century country Dancing and have-a-go Maypole Dancing
3.30 – 5.30 pm - Traditional May Games at Craft Centre”

The custom was not a revived one but a concocted one, an amalgam of other May customs elsewhere, as above can see,
a veritable cornucopia of May Day and pivotal to this was the Jack in the Green. There is no Jack tradition that I can
discover in my research of calendar customs in the county for this ‘revival’ can be put done to the Sherwood Forest
Trust’s Heritage Ranger Ade Andrews, the county’s official Robin Hood and Frank Earp, a local folklorist and author of
A-Z of Nottinghamshire curiosities as well as member of the oldest Nottingham based Morris, the Foresters. The
Trust wanted to provide events which engaged the local community in heritage projects to facilitate reconnection
with their environment, amongst a number of folk customs May Day was developed. Frank suggested the idea of a
Jack in The Green and construction of the Jack fell upon the combined efforts of Edwinstowe’s Beavers, Cubs and
Scouts who made the frame, covered him with greenery which was conifer leaves, decorated the tree making his
crown, all in one week.

This Jack was the focus of the parade of colourful medieval characters which with his May Queen and the familiar
sounds of the Forester’s Morris enthralled and excited the onlookers who came on those May Day holidays…but then in
2011 it ceased. Various reasons were the reasons. The departure of key members of the trust and thus the
organisation fell to a small number of people who felt they could not keep the commitment up. Sadly, today although a
visit to Edwinstowe’s Sherwood Forest will be greeted by medieval players…Jack is nowhere to be seen…unless he is
hiding somewhere in the woods that is!

Jack in the Green vs Robin Hood 
The short lived history of Sherwood Forest’s Jack in the Green 

By R.B Parish 

© Joe Earp (Nottingham Hidden History) 

© Eric Foxley



Sightings 1

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Alice Nunn sent us in this wonderful and very unusual
postcard from the Bagpipe Society. Alice Nunn discovered these two previously unrecorded Green Men in

Chetham’s Library in Manchester. This building was originally
inhabited by clergy, but is now on same site as the prestigious
Chetham's school of music near the Cathedral.

On a recent visit to the UK Pierre Mennard took some pictures of the fascinating Green Men on The Old House, Hightown, Hereford.
The house was built in 1621. The full set can be viewed in our Flickr archive

Charles Johnson spotted this wooden
panel on the village pub in crosby
village merseyside,
there are greenman on the left and
right of centre carvings,and another
one on the george hotel opposite the
village pub

Many thanks to COTGM member GW who continues to verify many of the
sightings detailed in our gazetteer.



Sightings 2

All pictures on this page copyright © the original photographers

Greg Smith spotted these four nice wooden carved green men in the roof at the corners of the old entrance to St. Andrew's
Church, Buckland Monachorum. The church, as it stands today, was built towards the end of the fifteenth century, but the age of
these carvings is unknown. Certainly they appear to predate twentieth century restoration work.

Charles Johnson discovered this green man on
St Lukes Church, Crosby in Liverpool. And the
one below on a Burger King on lord Street.

Charles also added to the list on our website
of current and historical public houses called
The Green Man (or similar) by adding The
Green Man on Vauxhall Rd Liverpool.

Regular contributor
Martyn Gaunt
sent in these
pictures of two
green men on St
Wulframs Church in
Grantham
Lincolnshire above
the windows of the
north and south
aisles. Oddly
enough, the more
weathered one is
the one from the
south side.Thanks to Vanessa Piggott for a great list of

Green Man sightings from her recent trip to
New York



Sightings 3

All pictures on this page 

copyright © the original photographers

Pierre Ménard sent in this group of wonderful additions to his series on Green Men on Marketpaltz in Basel, Switzerland

Sarah Poole found this delightful chappie
(above left) on the pulpit in St Andrews
Church, Didling, West Sussex. This was a bit
of a head scratcher because Clive Hicks
gazetteer details a modern green man on an
escutcheon on a door in this church! Sarah’s
research found that the pulpit is Jacobean
and was made by a former rector out of an
old oak chest, but the carved head is an
addition under the bookrest added later to
hide the keyhole. Are these sightings one
and the same? Sarah also sent us the three
wonderful pictures on the right from Lincoln
Cathedral

Sarah Poole also sent us this
sighting of a Greenman in St
Lawrence's Church, Alton,
Hampshire



Green Man’s Life Cycle Green Man’s Life Cycle Green Man’s Life Cycle Green Man’s Life Cycle by Phil Townsendby Phil Townsendby Phil Townsendby Phil Townsend

Greenson

Greenman

Greenfather

But such a carving, though large in most contexts, would lack the presence required of
this archetypal figure when set in his natural habitat, the forest. Also the traditional
depiction of the Green Man as a gloomy and rather forbidding figure did not seem
conducive to promoting a love and understanding of nature, but rather generating fear
and lack of regard for it.

On a practical level the idea of creating a single united image across the faces of
several spatially separate tree trunks had been shown to be feasible in the well known
sculpture by Colin Wilbourn on the banks of the River Wear in Durham, called The Upper
Room. It seemed possible to take the idea a step further by carving an image that was
seen then lost as you moved, only to be replaced by another. Now you see the Green
Man, now you don’t.

A scale model of trees set in a triangular formation showed that at a given distance
about one third of a trunks surface was visible, so it became possible to create three
Green Men, each one registering only when looking towards the apex of the triangle. But
what were these three to look like?

My thanks to Phil Townsend for allowing us to reproduce this extract from a larger article
that was published in ‘Woodcarving’, issue 39, 1998. For those who would like to visit this
wonderful sculpture it is still in good condition and can be found close to the main drive
through Hamsterley Forest, nr. Barnard Castle, Co Durham.

From childhood I recall a fascination with storybook illustrations where semi-human
features seemed to appear in tree trunks, knotty eyes where branches had been shed,
noses from stubby cut-off limbs, mouths within wrinkled folds of bark. These tree faces
were often old and knobbly but appeared friendly and helpful to the travellers beneath
their leaves. Often you had to look hard for the faces. Sometimes you just imagined an
odd combination of knots, bark and branches looked something like a face.

In real life trees that seem capable of expression are found mainly among the broad-
leaved species. Conifers are mainly straight up and down and rather boringly regular,
especially when seen in ranks in forestry plantations. Such mystery and imaginings are
found among plantations of spruce and fir come not from individual specimens but from
the density of the planting, the maze-like quality of losing your bearings with it all looking
much the same in any direction.

Walking through the ranks you glimpse along an aisle of trees which then closes to
become a solid wall before opening into the next aisle. It’s “now you see it, now you don’t”.
These memories and observations were drawn on as a basis for a sculpture which was to
have echoes of these elements. When it was first proposed to create a Green Man
sculpture in Hamsterley Forest, part of the Great North Forest in County Durham, a
suggestion was made to carve a single detailed image in the traditional form onto as large a
butt of a tree as could be found.

There is much the Green Man could
condemn his human cousins for (the
felling of six trees in their prime for
mere sculpture, perhaps?). But in a place
like Hamsterley Forest where growing
numbers of people come to appreciate
the beauty and bounty of the woodland,
this is where the Green Man would be
most at peace and might cast a benign
eye on the passer-by.

Folklore and tradition would have it that the Green Man is always young and vital,
but we know in all nature there has to be a process of growth, maturing, and decay so
regeneration can take place. The cyclical manner of all life should not, I felt, bypass
an image so central to its core, and so was formed this sculpture of the Green Man’s
Life Cycle, Greenson, Greenman and Greenfather.

The grand fir (Abies grandis) logs used in the sculpture were felled in Hamsterley
forest, having achieved a great height by the roadside on the hill above The Grove.
Apart from its size, grand fir has other desirable properties: it is straight and
cylindrical in growth, has a much lower resin content than most other conifers, and
has few branch knots on its lower trunk. Eight logs, all from trees about 50 years old,
were delivered to the site where I selected the six best and debarked them.

I decided to sink the logs into the ground to a depth of 4ft to ensure stability.
Each log weighed around a ton and a half, which, combined with their 16ft length
made the business tricky, especially as their position in relation to one another had to
be accurate to within 1 inch or so for the carving of the work.



One of the best aspects of sculpting in public is you get to meet all
sorts of people, a refreshing change from the isolation of studio
work. A lot of passers-by were understandably confused by the
disjointed appearance of the sculpture, which was also partially
obscured by the scaffolding, and I heard the words “totem poles”
offered as an explanation many times.

Whenever someone showed real interest I took the opportunity
to explain, but was not always understood. I heard one teenager, to
whom I had described the three stages of the life cycle, calling to
his father, to come and see the “mid-life crisis face”! There were
some visitors not so welcome at the sculpture site: Hamsterley
forest plays host to myriad insects and at different times I was
plagued by flies, midges 2inch long wood wasps, and flying ants which
would spend a whole day swarming over two thirds of the carving.
Last year was also a bumper year for butterflies and literally
hundreds converged on the clearing.

The term unveiling was accurate as we had a large green Great
Forest banner slung just below the eyes of our Green Man which was
released by a famous resident of Teesdale, Miss Hannah Hauxwell.
There was quite a turnout. I was especially pleased to see children
from four local primary schools who had been involved in the early
stages of the project.

They were entertained by a professional story-teller with his
own version of the legend of the Green Man. This was followed a
couple of days later with an enjoyable story-telling walk on the
theme of The Magic of the Trees, culminating at the sculpture
site with a talk from that contemporary ‘green’ man, David
Bellamy, who linked legend to current environmental problems in
his own inimitable way. Everyone agreed this was a fitting climax.

Phil Townsend is a professional sculptor who lives in County
Durham. Primarily he designs and makes outdoor sculpture, mostly
in native hardwoods and a wide variety of stone – materials that
sit easily with both the natural environment and the man-made.

You can see more of Phil’s wonderful work on his website at:
http://www.sculptedart.co.uk/



After coming back from Christmas in Australia the first weekend in January I
thought I would start the year off properly by seeing the Bankside Hollyman
Twelfth Night celebrations. The custom, a relative new comer being only 20
years old is a pot porri of post-Christmas customs, all claimed to date from the
time of Shakespeare.
The main foci of the custom and of interest to the readers of this article is the
Holly man, a winter Green Man. He is a curious character in folklore, identified
by Robert Graves in The White Goddess as the Holly King. He is said to
represent one half of the year being at his strongest at the Midwinter period
and weakest naturally at Midsummer, when the Oak King ruled. Whilst as an
archetype it is an obvious model, there is no evidence that such a figure existed
in England, although he is clearly popular with Neopagans as can be seen on
arrival by the number of ‘wassails’ and curiously dressed on-lookers who have
made a special pilgrimage to experience the day and make the custom some
vibrant as mass on the Bankside.
The event itself organised and performed by a group called The Lions Part, being
a spin off the Original Shakespeare Company based at the Globe. Indeed the
Globe’s artistic director Mark Rylance, was apparently the inspiration for this
enterprise, which has clearly gone from strength to strength since 1994.

A Holly Man for the Season 
The Bankside Twelfth Night 2014 

a field report By R.B Parish 

For many there, this may be the first and only encounter with British folk customs and so the Lions Part has a large responsibility
placed upon their shoulders. I did feel considering the enormous numbers watching the Mummer’s play, that someone should have
been leafleting for mummers play countrywide...Like this? Why not try a Plough Monday play at? Like the Hollyman try the Jack in
the Green at...
Despite the contrived nature of the custom, this is a custom which works...many because of the enthusiasm and professionalism of
the performers but also because it is a curious amalgam of great British customs...a Green Man, Wassailing, Mummer’s Play, Molly
dancing, Father Christmas, Twelfth Night cakes and the Lord and Lady of Misrule and even a tree dressing. Nothing was missed to
make this smorgasbord of customs.
The arrival of the Holly Man despite the modern panorama before us still has an ancient evocative appeal. Rowed by an old Thames
Cutter, his image comes closer to view. On the steps awaited Beelzebub carrying two flaming torches, a stag and a white bear (based
on the Polar bear of the medieval Tower).

The Holly Man is a splendid if possibly rather uncomfortable sight! Impressively
covered head to toe in a variety of holly, ivy and yew, his face painted green with
tendrils and leaves applied overall very otherworldly. Potentially the Holly Man
looks very scary indeed but fortunately David Ridley who plays him, spends a lot
of time smiling and interacting with the public, rather than avoiding them like
other actors might! Indeed, like a modern day fertility symbol, once he arrived
there appeared to be no shortage of young women wishing to pose with the Holly
Man, again underlining our need in this modern world for a fertility symbol.
“Wassail” cried the crowd in unison! A lot of them had clearly been here before.
Holding a wooden bowl filled with alcohol a crib sheet was unfurled for the crowd
and the first Wassail was read:
“Blow wind. Blow boat well, Ride well on the tide, Every beam and every sail, Bear
the crew bravely home each sailing day.”
The group then moved through the massed crowds like rock stars at a concert to
the steps of the Globe theatre. Here the doctor unfurled the second sheet and
the crowd shouted:
“Blow wind. Globe bear well, Spring well in playing, Every lath and timber, Bear the
tongues of poets, Next New Year’s summer.”
The group then moved with their swarming crowd to an arena nearby for their
mummer’s play. The characters of this play ranged from those still in circulation
in the ‘modern’ mummers – St. George, Turkish Knight, Father Christmas,
Beelzebub and the Doctor. To this they added Prudence, Gill Finney, Cleverlegs
and Twelfth Bake, some of which have an authentic Elizabethan flavour.



Cakes were duly given out...although I was missed...and the Holly Man held their twig crowns awaiting the discovery of the King and
Queen. Poet Herrick noted the “King of the Bean” in the 17th century:
“Now, now the mirth comes, With the cake full of plums, Where bean's the king of the sport here; Besides we must know, The pea
also, Must revel as queen in the court here. Begin then to choose, This night as ye use, Who shall for the present delight here, Be a
king by the lot, And who shall not, Be Twelfth-day queen for the night here, Which known, let us make, Joy-sops with the cake; And
let not a man then be seen here, Who unurg'd will not drink, To the base from the brink, A health to the king and the queen here.”

This custom appears to have been popular in Tudor times having been imported from France or Spain, the finder of the bean would be
the King and the pea the Queen As a custom it died out in the 1700s I believe and so again it was great to see the group revive it.
However, this year there was some problem finding the pea I believe, someone must have swallowed it unbeknownst and so someone
volunteered to be the King Bean. So the King and Queen, both women.
After this we travelled to the George Inn, Southwark. The curious assemble of onlookers, now becoming entranced by the whole
spectacle gladly held hands and made their way to the watering hole in a giant unbroken daisy chain.
Once at the pub, the Holly Man with his Bean and Pea royalty read their third Wassail”
“Wassail to this old building, Long may she stand, Every barrel and every brew, Cheer the company bravely, Every drinking day!”
Here a miniature tree was also wassailed
“Here’s to this little apple tree, Long may it bear fruit, Every barrel, every brew, Cheer the company bravely, every drinking day.”
The group promised storytelling and dancing. I stayed for the dancing, Molly dancing from East Anglia, just to collect the folk
collage.

The play, which was certainly longer than your average Mummer’s performance
had all the usual ingredients, conflict between St. George and Turkish Knight,
his death and resurrection at the hand of the Doctor with various add on
scenes. The play was without doubt the slickest and best mummer’s play I had
seen. That is no slight upon the many extremely enjoyable amateur
performances, but of course, when professionals are involved like the theatre
the result can be excellent. The best performance was by Justin Brett who
played Beelzebub, he easily embodied the mischief and devilish nature of the
character....very much like a court jester, and indeed he reminded me of
Timothy Claypole of BBC TV classic show Rentaghost. He was very amusing
and played the crowd excellently during a section where he cried out for
topics from 2013 to create rhymes...although I worried I had gone through a
time worm hole when someone shouted ‘Olympics’. Certainly amongst the topics
such as flooding, a rhyme about the death of Margaret Thatcher was well
pitched to the clientele of Southwark and ‘arty’ establishment who were not
exactly big supporters of the Iron Lady...it engendered the biggest laughs let
us say!
After the Mummer’s play, cakes are distributed for the crowning of the King
Bean and Queen Pea. Twelfth Night is an event that now has only become
synonymous with taking the decorations down, (see a forthcoming February
post for comment on this), but from medieval times to early 1800s it was a
time to celebrate often with feasts and fun. Often the day would be
associated with a Lord of Misrule character that would overturn the usual
master and servant relationship. As time went on, many of the traditions
associated with it died out...the cake lasting the longest before being brought
back to Christmas Day itself. Yet despite its apparent demise it is interesting
to see that you can’t keep an old custom down!

What is curious is that the Bankside Twelfth Night, despite its twenty year vintage has soon become a focus for modern pagans.
Perhaps for many here the surrealist day they might experience...especially for me with my day starting with a cup of tea with Noel
Gallagher sitting beside me in Tate Modern. Rock stars. Modern Art. Holly Man...it’s difficult to work out what is more surreal!

All pictures and text copyright © Pixyled Publications http://traditionalcustomsandceremonies.wordpress.com
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Many of our members will have come across Will
Worthington’s wonderful art over the years.
Will is the illustrator of a number of beautifully
illustrated Oracles and Tarots including the
Druid Animal Oracle, the Green Man Tree
Oracle and the Wildwood Tarot a re-working of
the Greenwood Tarot. The Green Man & the
Green Woman have been powerful symbols
throughout Wills career.
There will be an exhibition of Wills work in
Glastonbury on the 7th – 9th June 2014 at the
Glastonbury Galleries, 10a High Street,
Glastonbury. BA6 9DU. There will be originals
from various decks and some small green men
plaques he has made...plus loads of prints (some
green men).

Waiting a Year for Five Minutes of “Green Man” Fame! By Dr Colin Harris

A wet, cold, traffic jammed journey to Southwell Minster near Nottingham
was undertaken at the end of January for an opportunity to be interviewed
by Paul Martin, host of the BBC “Flog It “ antique series, who wanted
information about the many “Green Man” carved faces in the Minster. Here
is a magnificent testament to the skills of English master masons and
carvers – faces, foliage, flowers, Green Men, grotesques and weird animals
greet you at every corner of the Chapter House, its Passage, the Quire, the
Screen and the Pulpitum. With strong lights shining, a microphone hidden in
my shirt, no make-up, two camera men, a sound engineer, runners, the
director, production secretaries plus a crowd of on-looking visiting children,
the interview swung into action. I had spent hours researching answers to
questions about the origins of minsters, the role of the monks, their vows,
their services, music, food, their chapter rules. More hours were consumed
delving into my “overview” of the “Green Man”, the history of Southwell,
collecting models, posters, coasters and all my other Green Man
paraphernalia, just in case the appropriate question popped up and my “brain”,
I hoped, contained the answers. The one hour interview with Paul was filmed
from the Choir stalls. It was a wonderful experience. He is as kind,
interested and bubbly off screen as on screen and a pleasure to meet. After
an hour, my answers satisfied the director and the famous phrase was
uttered “it’s a wrap “. My five minutes of fame was over and now there could
be a wait of a YEAR before transmission! I’ll let you know when, of course.

Aloha Chris, wrote Mark Hodgkinson
“Green Man Potter” from Hawaii, I’m
very grateful to Mark for his wonderful
words about TCOTGM and our humble e-
newsletter “Being so far away in Hawaii
it's wonderful to be able to go to so
many Churches & Cathedrals around
Europe and see the spirit of the Green
Man. Mahalo for a job well done!”

Mahalo to you too Mark for your kind
words and pictures of your wonderful
Spiral & Mandale Man Sculptures shown
here.
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Hannah Spencer's new book
“The Story of Light” was
published at the end of April
by Moon Books. Hannah
describes the book as “a
visionary/ metaphysical story
set between the Iron Age and
present day, exploring life
and spirituality from many
viewpoints. One theme is the
philosophy of the Green Man
and the God-of-the-Green”
There is more information on
Hannah’s website,
http://light-
onecandle.blogspot.co.uk

Albion James is the Craft name of James William Lilly.
He is an Artist, Photographer and Professional Tarot
Reader living in North Carolina. To see more of his work
go to: http://albionart.wix.com/albionjames

Chip Symonds performing as Life Trip,
is a singer-songwriter who is
accomplished at a multitude of
instruments including but not limited
to sax, flute and keyboards. He has a
new album called Green Man and
kindly sent us a copy for our archive.
You can listen to the tracks and
download your own copy at:
http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/LifeTrip1

Midsummer Green Man by Richard Spencer

There are examples of green men on misericords
in Lincoln Cathedral, St Katherine’s, Loversall,
Yorkshire and Holy Trinity, Coventry that appear
to be related, almost certainly the product of the
same carving school, maybe the creation of the
same man. These were the original inspiration for
this carving, with a peaceful face hidden deeply
behind a wreath of leaves. The leaves in the
original are oak, in mine they are oak on one side
and holly on the other. This is probably a result of
reading the works of Robert Graves too deeply in
my youth, and so the Midsummer Green Man
represents the turn of the year and the
replacement of the oak king by the holly king.
Well, that was the theory anyway, but it makes
for an interesting carving, although using the
same foliage on both sides would probably give
better balance. He is carved in limewood, and
measures 28 by 21 cm.

This incredible green man was carved by COTGM member Pierre Ménard. The original
was made in clay and was then duplicated in concrete (to the left) in order to serve as a
model for the one above which was meticulously carved from limestone.



The Wild Man 
An Alemannic Jack-in-the-Green 

By Pierre Ménard 

Every January an odd public day takes place in “Kleinbasel” small or
lower Basel, part of the town separated from the main part by the
Rhine River: The “Vogel Gryff” (Griffin). On this particular day
(always on Monday the 13, 20 or 27 of January) the “Wild Maa“
(Wild Man), the Lion and the Griffin who are symbolic figures of
“KleinBasel”, are in a ritual dance processing throughout the day in
this area of the town. These symbols are the ones of ancient guilds
which find their origin in the early XIVth Century.

The Wild Man belongs to the corporation named “Zur Häre” (old
name of a catch net), a gathering of fishermen, hunters, and some
of the lower aristocracy who had a court in the district. Even if the
three figures are as much important, the Wild Man is a very
particular one. He is the emblem of those people living in middle-age
on the town boundaries, mysterious people in contact with Nature,
the tempestuous Rhine River and the dark surrounding forests.

It’s in the Alemannic carnivals (Alsace, north of Switzerland, south
Germany and west Austria) that the character finds its roots. In
Basel he’s the guild’s arms, holder. Carrying an uprooted fir the Wild
Man is a savage who comes from the forest after winter’s turn. Ivy
crowns its head and festoons his hips. Symbols of fertility, new life,
and earth, his head and loins are with red apples ornamented.

In the Morning down the Rhine River on a raft with firing canon
announcing his arrival, comes the Wild Man. Welcomed by an
enthusiastic crowd and town’s representatives, he offers his red
apples. It’s the Wild Man spreading his positive vitality around, an
omen of fruitfulness and abundance. Re-joined by the Lion and the
Griffin, drummers opening the way, he heads for the lane having its
name. In the morning surrounded by enthusiastic children running
around he will pay his respects and dance in front of the important
figures of the quarter.

After lunchtime, till late in the evening, followed by the crowd he
will continue visiting, dancing around Kleinbasel. Having spread his
strength and energy around, in the darkness of the night he goes
back to his forest realm. Now that he came the daylight increases, a
new energy can be felt. Even if winter makes a comeback, spring
can’t be far anymore.

In the district the Wild Man is even represented on the wall
of house. The legend in Swiss German below the painting
reads: Allewyl im kalte Jänner, sinn d' Glaibasler Ehrezaiche
draa, denn hüpft dr Leu, danzt stolz dr Gryff und segglet au
dr Wildi Maa This means: Always in cold January, the
Kleinbasel emblems are on, so jiggles the Lion, dances
proudly the Griffin and as well runs the wild Man.



In the heart of the forest

Embraced by the trees

Silent and still 'midst the whispering leaves

The Guardian lurks at the edge of the glade

Watching from dappled and flickering shade....

Picture and poem by Andrew Grundon

In the Heart of the ForestIn the Heart of the ForestIn the Heart of the ForestIn the Heart of the Forest



Hand Made Crafts Forged from Folklore & Fire

Fine Silver Jewellery inspired by Nature, our Ancestors,

the Sacred British Landscape, its Folklore & Mythology

www.rocktroll.co.uk

Fine hand made mystical sculptures & jewellery based on

The Sacred Green Man, Goddess & Hare

www.spiritofthegreenman.co.uk

Rob Stevens fantastic

Tricephalous Green Man T-Shirt

is available from

Red Bubble via this link:
http://www.redbubble.com/people/satansbrand/works/6611013-jack-o-the-green?body_color=white&p=t-

shirt&print_location=front&ref=shop_grid&style=mens

For more information contact : drcolinharris@blueyonder.co.uk



The Company of the Green Man

(Founded 1998)

Ronald Millar wrote “The Green Man Companion and Gazetteer” in 1997 and in a note at the back of the book invited 
interested people to join The Company of the Green Man. And thus the Company Began. 

The Company of the Green Man gathers, archives and makes freely available information, images  and folklore about the 
green man and the traditional Jack in the Green. It supports current traditions that feature the green man and the Jack-in-
the-Green worldwide. It also promotes artists and writers who feature the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green in their 
work and assists where possible the protection and preservation of architectural images of the green man and traditions 
involving the Jack-in-the-Green. 

The Company of the Green Man maintains the largest and most accurate gazetteer of green men ever produced and is also 
creating a gazetteer of historical and current Jacks-in-the-Green. The Company of the Green Man provides a point of contact 
and discussion for all those fascinated by the enigmas that are the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-Green through a twice 
yearly members e-newsletter and a regularly updated Blog. 

The annual events page lists all currently known events involving the traditional Jack-in-the-Green and the Green Man 
throughout the world and is updated regularly.  There is also an online photographic Flickr archive.

Membership of The Company of the Green Man is completely free and is available worldwide. 

.

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2014 please send any contributions to greenman@virgin.net

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All text in this newsletter is copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original contributor

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original photographer

No text or images may be reproduced without the prior permission of the copyright holders 

Thanks to P W Jewitt for kindly allowing us to use his picture of  Ron's favourite Green Man on this page 

Thanks to Rob Stephens for designing our fantastic logo. 


